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1: Alky Chair by Giancarlo Piretti from Artifort, s for sale at Pamono
Giancarlo Parretti (born 23 October ) is an Italian financier.. In , he took over Cannon Film Group Inc. from Menahem
Golan and Yoram www.enganchecubano.com immediately, he made plans to take over the storied French studio
PathÃ©, and changed Cannon's name to PathÃ© Communications.

You will be responsible for further transport beyond that point. We recommend asking a family member or
friend for an extra hand; alternatively, you may upgrade to In-Home Delivery see below. A wooden crate may
be used for intercontinental shipments for maximum protection. Item will be left in its packaging after
delivery. A signature will be required upon delivery. For in-home delivery service, additional fees apply.
Please get in touch A skilled driver or a team of two will bring your item s inside your home and place it in the
immediate entryway. For unusually large or heavy items, we recommend asking a family member or friend for
an extra hand, as we cannot send more than 2 drivers. In the event that there are visible signs of damage or
missing or incorrect pieces, please indicate the problem on the Delivery Note and contact us within 48 hours
of delivery. A signed delivery receipt without notations of missing, damaged, or incorrect item s represents
your acceptance of the complete order in perfect condition. He obtained his teaching degree in drawing at the
Art Institute of Bologna dates unknown , and continued his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna in
From until , he taught interior design at the Art Institute of Bologna. Sometime in the s, Piretti also joined
Italian design company Castelli as an interior designer, creating home furniture and office furnishings. During
his twelve years at Castelli, Piretti obtained numerous industrial patents for his designs, which were mostly
chairs. His most well-known design is the plastic folding Plia Chair , which has sold over seven million copies
since and is still in production. In the complementary Plia Table was equally well-received in design circles,
these revolutionary designs measured just 5 cm in depth when folded, a marvel in the s. In the lates, Piretti
worked with Argentine architect-designer Emilio Ambasz b. From to Piretti worked for Castilia, a firm that
was part of the Castelli group, that specialized in the production of home furniture characterized by functional
and aesthetic systems. In , Piretti revealed The Piretti Collection in Chicago, which included over 50 different
office chairs and seating styles. It is still manufactured by various licensees around the world. In , the
collection reached the milestone of one million chairs sold. Today, they have sold more than two-and-a-half
million pieces from the collection. Today, Piretti lives and works in Bologna with his son, designer
Alessandro Piretti. Read More Collapse More to Love.
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29 vintage design items designed by Giancarlo Piretti are currently offered for sale by 19 vintage design dealers.

Other designs include the Plia chair, Plona chair, Pluff stool, Platone desk, Planta coat rack and Pluvium
umbrella stand. The Plano table by Giancarlo Piretti was released in two models, one with a round top 72 cm
tall and 95 cm in diameter and another with a square top 72 cm tall and 85 cm on a side The table is
constructed of reinforced polyester in four sections and diecast aluminium. The legs spread open like a fan,
then the four leaf sections are lifted up and lock into place via a spring loaded mechanism. The diecast feet end
in plastic glides for mobility. The rest of the patent can be found here. This is a detailed patent with numerous
illustrations of the table and mechanisms. Round top Plano table The Plano folding table in white in various
stages of folding. Lower picture, the original box. The Plano folding table in brown in various stages of
folding. The Plano folding table in green in various stages of folding. At upper left is the label on the table.
The Plano folding table in red. Square top Plano table Image source: Sourcebook of modern furniture Jerryll
Habegger, Joseph H. Item for sale in Australia, P. Selected Bibliography Ambasz, E. The new domestic
landscape: Achievements and problems of Italian design. Museum of Modern Art, NY. Sourcebook of modern
furniture, Second edition, p.
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If you would like to reproduce an image of a work of art in MoMA's collection, or an image of a MoMA publication or
archival material (including installation views, checklists, and press releases), please contact Art Resource (publication
in North America) or Scala Archives (publication in all other.

You will be responsible for further transport beyond that point. We recommend asking a family member or
friend for an extra hand; alternatively, you may upgrade to In-Home Delivery see below. A wooden crate may
be used for intercontinental shipments for maximum protection. Item will be left in its packaging after
delivery. A signature will be required upon delivery. For in-home delivery service, additional fees apply.
Please get in touch A skilled driver or a team of two will bring your item s inside your home and place it in the
immediate entryway. For unusually large or heavy items, we recommend asking a family member or friend for
an extra hand, as we cannot send more than 2 drivers. In the event that there are visible signs of damage or
missing or incorrect pieces, please indicate the problem on the Delivery Note and contact us within 48 hours
of delivery. A signed delivery receipt without notations of missing, damaged, or incorrect item s represents
your acceptance of the complete order in perfect condition. He obtained his teaching degree in drawing at the
Art Institute of Bologna dates unknown , and continued his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna in
From until , he taught interior design at the Art Institute of Bologna. Sometime in the s, Piretti also joined
Italian design company Castelli as an interior designer, creating home furniture and office furnishings. During
his twelve years at Castelli, Piretti obtained numerous industrial patents for his designs, which were mostly
chairs. His most well-known design is the plastic folding Plia Chair , which has sold over seven million copies
since and is still in production. In the complementary Plia Table was equally well-received in design circles,
these revolutionary designs measured just 5 cm in depth when folded, a marvel in the s. In the lates, Piretti
worked with Argentine architect-designer Emilio Ambasz b. From to Piretti worked for Castilia, a firm that
was part of the Castelli group, that specialized in the production of home furniture characterized by functional
and aesthetic systems. In , Piretti revealed The Piretti Collection in Chicago, which included over 50 different
office chairs and seating styles. It is still manufactured by various licensees around the world. In , the
collection reached the milestone of one million chairs sold. Today, they have sold more than two-and-a-half
million pieces from the collection. Today, Piretti lives and works in Bologna with his son, designer
Alessandro Piretti. In , the firm was renamed Anonima Castelli and began producing modern office furniture
for which the brand is best known on the vintage market. It is recognized as one of the foremost manufacturers
of Italian design of the 20th century and as the producer of the iconic Plia Chair. During his twelve years at
Castelli, Piretti obtained numerous industrial patents and designed many now iconic models, primarily in
seating design. Porsche, Mario Ruiz, and Richard Sapper. In , Castelli became part of the Haworth Group.
Today, Castelli specializes in producing environmentally friendly and sustainable products.
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Giancarlo Piretti for Castelli, coat rack, polyester, Italy, s The 'Planta' coat is a design by Giancarlo Piretti. The coat rack
is produced by Castelli in the s. The hood w.

You may have to pay import duties upon receipt of your order. You will be responsible for further transport
beyond that point. We recommend asking a family member or friend for an extra hand; alternatively, you may
upgrade to In-Home Delivery see below. A wooden crate may be used for intercontinental shipments for
maximum protection. Item will be left in its packaging after delivery. A signature will be required upon
delivery. For in-home delivery service, additional fees apply. Please get in touch A skilled driver or a team of
two will bring your item s inside your home and place it in the immediate entryway. For unusually large or
heavy items, we recommend asking a family member or friend for an extra hand, as we cannot send more than
2 drivers. In the event that there are visible signs of damage or missing or incorrect pieces, please indicate the
problem on the Delivery Note and contact us within 48 hours of delivery. A signed delivery receipt without
notations of missing, damaged, or incorrect item s represents your acceptance of the complete order in perfect
condition. He obtained his teaching degree in drawing at the Art Institute of Bologna dates unknown , and
continued his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna in From until , he taught interior design at the
Art Institute of Bologna. Sometime in the s, Piretti also joined Italian design company Castelli as an interior
designer, creating home furniture and office furnishings. During his twelve years at Castelli, Piretti obtained
numerous industrial patents for his designs, which were mostly chairs. His most well-known design is the
plastic folding Plia Chair , which has sold over seven million copies since and is still in production. In the
complementary Plia Table was equally well-received in design circles, these revolutionary designs measured
just 5 cm in depth when folded, a marvel in the s. In the lates, Piretti worked with Argentine architect-designer
Emilio Ambasz b. From to Piretti worked for Castilia, a firm that was part of the Castelli group, that
specialized in the production of home furniture characterized by functional and aesthetic systems. In , Piretti
revealed The Piretti Collection in Chicago, which included over 50 different office chairs and seating styles. It
is still manufactured by various licensees around the world. In , the collection reached the milestone of one
million chairs sold. Today, they have sold more than two-and-a-half million pieces from the collection. Today,
Piretti lives and works in Bologna with his son, designer Alessandro Piretti. Read More About the Maker
Artifort Wallpaper hanger and upholsterer Jules Wagemans laid the foundation for Dutch manufacturing brand
Artifort when he opened his bespoke furnishings atelier, H. In , his son Henricus Wagemans took the helm and
re-focused the company on the production of solid, well crafted, upholstered armchairs and other seating in
traditional styles. This innovation allowed Artifort to produce more comfortable chairs and sofas in less time
and with fewer materials. The company celebrated its th anniversary in
5: Castelli Chair | eBay
Giancarlo Piretti Italian interior and industrial designer Giancarlo Piretti was born in in Bologna. He obtained his teaching
degree in drawing at the Art Institute of Bologna, and continued his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna in

6: Castelli - Plia
Choose from 24 authentic Giancarlo Piretti chairs for sale on 1stdibs. Explore all seating created by Giancarlo Piretti.

7: InFlex | Multipurpose Chairs & Stools | Seating | SitOnIt Seating
Giancarlo Piretti is a designer who deeply marked the history of Italian design. He developped an innovative approach to
seats creation (chairs, low chairs). View all pieces from this designer.
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Italian interior and industrial designer Giancarlo Piretti was born in in Bologna. He obtained his teaching degree in
drawing at the Art Institute of Bologna (dates unknown), and continued his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Bologna in

9: Model Plia Folding Chairs by Giancarlo Piretti for Castelli, s, Set of 2 for sale at Pamono
Buy online, view images and see past prices for 4 Plia StÃ¼hle, Giancarlo Piretti. Invaluable is the world's largest
marketplace for art, antiques, and collectibles.
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